
 

19th Century Stories: 
Understand the world of the 19th century, looking at a mixture of films and books written in the time.  Gain some interesting 
knowledge of literature whilst increasing your contextual knowledge and finding out about the fascinating Victorian era. 
This club will introduce you to a number of stories from the 19th century; from sci-fi to romance novels, you will learn a lot 
about life at the time. 

Welcome! Bienvenidos! Bienvenue! Willkomen! During this enrichment you will have the possibility of learning new languages 
through a wide range of funny applications. You will develop your knowledge of different languages and you ability to become 
an independent learner. This enrichment is designed for students who have a passion for languages. If you are enthusiastic 
about it, Come and join us! 

Do you enjoy studying the art and design? Do you have an interest of cultures from all over the world? Are you interested in the 
Middle East? Have you wondered what the meaning behind the beautiful symmetrical patterns and calligraphy is? In this 
enrichment you will gain an understanding of art and design in the Middle East, acquire knowledge of spiritual meaning of it and 
practice creating examples of Middle Eastern art and design. 

Do you like to read and also talk about your favourite books? Here is the enrichment for you! Each week you will have the 
opportunity to read different short stories of different authors and genres. It will also be a time in which you can say what you 
thought about it, debate with your peers about your own opinion. You will also have the opportunity to share with students, 
and/or read out loud to others the short stories you like the most for everybody to enjoy! 

Card and Strategy games are a fundamental tenant of problem solving, understanding the parameters and boundaries of simple 
games such as Uno or Black Jack can help you to understand more complex game theory and probability. Come and learn new 
games and learn how to play them well and win. 

CAST Maths is a chance to show of your best skills in Mathematics and sit in the teacher’s seat. Primary schools all 
around will come to visit our academy, where you will be teaching them something that interests you in Maths. There 
will also be a tour, where you will highlight what you can gain from coming to Chelsea Academy. 



 

Do you enjoy science practicals? Do you have an interest in passing your science knowledge on to others? If so, CAST (Chelsea 
Academy Student Teachers) is the perfect Enrichment for you next term. In this Enrichment, you will teach interactive science 
lessons to visiting primary school students! CAST students get to learn how to do many interesting and interactive experiments 
and demonstrate them effectively to younger children. You will need your leadership skills as well as good teamwork to show the 
primary school students how exciting science lessons are at Chelsea Academy. Not only will this teaching experience look great 
on your CV, you’ll also learn key skills and have a lot of fun. 

For long, chess has been considered as a game played only by intellectuals and individuals with critical thinking abilities. 
However, the fact is that chess can be played by people of all age groups and mind sets. Chess is extremely helpful in brain 
development, particularly when it is played regularly from a very early age. Come along and improve your chess skills, learn how 
think strategically and surround yourself with a wide range of intelligence. 

Do you ever feel really stressed out and tense on a Friday afternoon? Too many complicated thoughts running through your 
head? Recent research has suggested that coloring in intricate patterns has therapeutic potential to reduce anxiety, create focus 
or bring [about] more mindfulness. So if you're ready to completely relax in a calm environment on a Friday afternoon, choose this 
enrichment! Available for Years 7 - 10 

If you are interested in computing and programming, then this is the enrichment for you. In this enrichment you will learn the 
basics of programming. After the basics you will learn how to code using Python language. After Python you will then learn a more 
up to date and current language Visual Basic. Python is procedural programming and Visual Basic is object orientated 
programming. This course is ideal for anyone who is interested in learning how to program and create their own app, games and 
websites in the future. This enrichment is very beneficial for anyone who wishes to take up Computing as a GCSE option as you 
will be a step ahead of everyone else on the course. The UK has a lack of people who understand how to read and write 
programming languages, this is an opportunity for you to become one of the select few who know how to do this! 



 

Do you like cosmetics? Ever wondered if all the pocket money you spend on make-up and cosmetics was worth it? Ever thought 
about what you are actually putting on your face when you use a face scrub? If you’ve answered YES to these questions then this 
enrichment is for you.       
You will learn about the Chemistry behind the cosmetics, and make our own products including: lip gloss, bath bombs and face 
scrubs. You will be taken to Lush, to discuss the production and sales of cosmetic products. This is an excellent opportunity for 
the students to see a softer side of the chemical industry in action. 
Towards the end of term YOU will run a master-class for Year 6 students to show them what you have learnt. No previous 
experience is required so all you need to do is sign up!                                              

Chelsea Academy is bringing back the cross stitch. If you've never heard of this hobby before or fancy developing your artistic 
skills this is your chance to do so. You'll work on developing your stitching skills before creating your own designs and stitching 
these.  Patience is required however this enrichment is very rewarding and relaxing. You can cross stitch anything from 
landscapes to your  football teams' logo. Come and try it out! 

Do you enjoying discussing and debating ideas? Do you want to understand more about what is happening in the world? In 
debating enrichment, we will be learning how to develop arguments and articulate our point of view. This will be an opportunity to 
explore current affairs and explore possible answer to ethical dilemmas such as issues of war and capital punishment. You will get 
the opportunity to reflect on your own beliefs and learn how to turn these into a persuasive argument. 



 

You’ve obviously all wondered what’s really inside an octopus. But what about a mackerel? Or a mouse? Or a locust? If you 
choose Dissection Detectives you’ll be able to investigate all these questions during weekly dissections. 
This enrichment is perfect for students who are interested in Biology generally, as well as those who may be interested in 
studying Zoology, Veterinary Science or Medicine.  As well as the organisms above each pair of students will get to dissect a 
lobster, a pig’s trotter, a cow’s eye and much, much more! In the final session there is a visit from a reptile expert who will bring 
along some live snakes and lizards which you will have the opportunity to handle.  

Cinema is a french invention so choose French Film Club and you will get to enjoy your Friday afternoons with a look at french 
culture through the medium of film. Increase your vocabulary and bask in french culture by watching some of its' most popular 
releases. Every two weeks, you will be provided with a new french film followed by a discussion of important themes, language 
and cultural references. 

A chance to keep fit, stay in shape with a range of different activities each week. 
Each week will see us doing different activities in the fitness suite or possibly off site.  Ranging from insanity, to Yoga, to Circuit 
Training or even dance fitness come along and stay in shape.                                                                                                                                           

Join us for an exciting journey in the old Ancient World. A world with of Gods and heroes but full of lethal monsters also. A world 
that good and evil are in a constant battle finding between them the human. Let's discover alternative explanations for natural 
facts , realize how wisdom and intelligence can beat the most fearful monsters and how our ambitions and weaknesses can turn 
from allies to enemies and reverse. Let's follow heroes like Hercules, Theseas and Achilles through their journey for justice, 
forgiveness or revenge.  

Street Dance - Impact dance company runs this enrichment, along with Ms Mostyn. Come and learn from some of the best in the 
London dance scene. You will love the music and you will love the Street dance style, which is extremely prominent in music 
videos and commercial dance today. Learn new ways to express yourselves through movement. Practice your performance skills, 
learn new choreographic skills and meet friendly, like minded dancers along the way.  



 

Want to get more active?  
Want to develop your self-confidence and self-respect? 
Want to learn a discipline that connects your mind and body?  
 
Judo is a Japanese modern martial art and combat and Olympic sport where the objective is to either throw or take down an 
opponent to the ground using a range of techniques, strategies and skills to do so. 
 
You will learn to take hits. 
You will learn to find focus. 
You will learn Conflict Resolution. 

It's a hobby that Kate Middleton and Ashton Kutcher have in common and you might be surprised at how much you love knitting 
too! Join knitting enrichment for a relaxing end to your week. This enrichment is suitable for beginners to experts. We have a 
range of knitting needles to suit your ability and a large selection of wool colours. Learn how to do basic stitches, knit with more 
than one colour, change colour and even have a go at some knitting patterns.  

Spend your Friday afternoon to use your creative talents to build, and occasionally destroy, things! You will develop your soft 
skills in preparation for your future, such as team work, problem solving and ability to analyse problems - all of these can be 
mentioned in your CV! Our previous activities include: creating siege weapons from paper, magnetic levitation, LEGO and 
building our own homemade wind tunnel! 

This Enrichment is an introduction to Mindfulness meditation and we will explore the concept of what it is that makes us happy 
in an ever changing world.  We will practise different types of Mindfulness meditation each Friday and we will discuss and 
undertake Mindful activities to see we can discern if there is any impact on our moods.  We will also undertake a 60 day 
Happiness Challenge where students will create a daily reflection of their sources of happiness as individuals in daily life. 



 

Ever tried to hold a conversation without a face? Think it might be difficult? Come and learn how. More than that though, we'll 
make performances that make you laugh, that freak you out. Come and enter the weird and wonderful world of masks. 
Starting off, we'll try lots of different ways of performing with a mask in a professional way. Then, we'll make a totally new and 
original piece of theatre that shows off mask skills and entertains an audience of your choosing. Ex-claimer: you have to be ready 
to have a laugh and make a fool of yourself. 

QPR Football Skills Enrichment allows students who want to continue improving their football skills. It is run on the 
Large MUGA and facilitated by our regular FA approved youth coach from QPR – a long standing link with Chelsea 
Academy. In this Enrichment students are able to learn new skills and techniques through different training exercises, 
as well as discuss theory of the game and the ever changing tactics. Based on progress in the session they are 
usually rounded off by quick 5-a-side style games to allow students to use the skills they’ve just developed into a 
match-style scenario 

Rowing is a fantastic enrichment to choose as your are able to get out of the classroom and onto the Thames on a Friday 
afternoon! You are taught how to row from scratch and this can help you keep fit and also is a great way to develop your team 
work skills too! You'll be taken by minibus to Fulham Reach Boat Club where the coaches there help you train with fantastic 
facilities and develop you as a rower. Come along and have a go and feel free to ask Miss Beadles in Science any more about if if 
you are interested! 

Chelsea Academy Rhinos Rugby Team 
 
Rugby is one of the toughest sports in the world. It is a sport that develops physicality, mental toughness, communication, team-
work and self discipline. What you put in, you get out. 
 
Rhinos play fixtures throughout the year, and train during enrichment and on a Monday after school.If you are a year 9 or 10 
boy, and would like to play rugby for Rhinos, you should see Mr Walls beforehand to express your interest.  



 

Do you think that Science is beautiful? Maybe you want to know how Science has anything to do with Art? 
Join Science and art to discover the Science in Art and the Art in Science.   
Some examples of weekly themes –  
• ‘Hidden’ Art 
• The Science of Colour 
• The Beauty of Science 
The elective will be discovering art in science and science in art. It will involve looking into the science of art and artists, looking 
at their methods and using them to create art and also looking at science and nature as inspiration for art.  

Thriller, Romance, Horror, Comedy, Satire, Science Fiction, Action, Comic... what is your favourite genre? If you love reading but 
struggle to find time in your day-to-day life to pick up a book, then sign up to Silent Reading Club, a relaxing opportunity to delve 
into any book of your choice. You will also have the opportunity to recommend books to other students, some come along with a 
list of your favourite fiction and non-fiction titles to share! 

Superhero science is about understanding the physics, chemistry and biology behind superhero movies. For example, can a 
mutation truly be responsible for Spiderman? Which features of the batmobile make it so special? Could the Fantastic four gain 
completely different superpowers? Who has the most special superpower and why? This enrichment will involve some practical 
activities, lots of science questions and movies. If you enjoy maths and science this is the enrichment for you! Needless to say you 
have to be a superhero movie fan! 

To acquire and develop table tennis skills which will help improve both physical and mental fitness. 
Mental, social and relational skills are also developed especially in the face of challenges, disagreement and disappointments. 
Playing improves hand-eye coordination and it stimulates mental alertness, concentration and tactical strategy. This makes it the 
perfect game for young people to sharpen reflexes, and for older people to refine tactics. 



 

How can drawing and creativity help you to develop exciting new ideas? Each week you will explore a drawing challenge in 
response to a creative theme or an art competition. To do World of Art you must bring your pencil case and a love of drawing. 
Ideas might be inspired by comics, architecture, console games and fashion. If you like to free draw from your imagination then 
this is the Enrichment for you. 

Can you tell fake news from real? Do you know what's happening in the world at the moment? Trump is bad but can you actually 
explain why? Israel and Palestine have been fighting since forever. But what about? Who was Fidel Castro? Why are some 
Cubans celebrating his death? Is the UK actually leaving the European Union or not? Why are 150 000 Indonesian Muslims 
angry? Why is Russia building its own Silicon Valley? Welcome anyone interested in current affairs, reporting and journalism 

 


